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CRITERION..REFERENCED MEASUREMENT
IN SPEECH COMMUNICATION CLA.3SROOMS:

PANACEA FOR MEDIOCRITY

by Jerry L. Maley

Abe tract

The philosophical underpinnings of the typical testing

practices (i.e., norm referenced measurement) of Speech Communi

cation teaohers contain several assumptions which the same

teachers may find untenable upon closer inspection. Some of

the consequences of these assumptione are a waste of human

potential, inefficient use of instructional expertise, devolOp-

sent of negative attitudes toward school end self, and creation

of mental health problems in a sifolficant number of students.

.Criterion referenced measurement was developed in response

to the weaknesses of norm-referenced measurement, and used cor-

reotly should alleviate many of the ntgative consequences of

the latter.

This paper investigatna the assum::tions of both types of

measurement and discusses their itTlications for instruction

in the speech. communication claeoroon.



CRITERION-REFERENCED MEASUREMENT IN SPEECH
COMMUNICATION CLASSROOMS: PANACEA FOR MEDIOCRITY

by Jerry L. Euley
krizona State University

Introduction

As in everything man does, a compromise must be made be

tween the best job he can possibly do and what is feasible;

It is no different in the design and administration of tests.

The methodologists scream at us from one side that, because

the results of tests are used to make critical decisions,

the tests must be designed carefully and that we must be sure

they are valid and reliable. On the other side we have all

the responsibilities of teaching which eat into our time.

The result is that we do the best we can do with what we have.

We can make sure that we are using the beet teaching

methodology and measurement techniques which are consistent

with the time we have available to employ them. The purpose

of this paper in (1) to describe the measurement practice,

(2) present and criticize the assumptions underlying that

practice, (3) to present an alternative measurement practice

which would seem to meet these criticisms, and finally (4)

discuss methods for evaluating tests in which the alternative

measurement practice has been used.

Current Measurement Practice

Usually what that means.is that we spend several hours

developing the best test items we can. Than we administer

the items to our students. If we have time and the approp-

iiIite facilities, we may perform an item analysis to find



the relative discrimination and level of difficulty for each

item. Discrimination, as you may know, is a measure of how

well the question differentiates between those who perform

well on the test and those who do not perform well. The dif-

ficulty of an item is simply the proportion of students get-

ting the item wrong.

Usually we use results of an item analysis to select

items for the same test when it is administered the next time

to another group of students.

After the students take the test we assign grades by look-

ing at the distribution of scores on the test. Scores at the

top of the distribution become A's, those between the top and

the middle become Vs, those at the middle become C's, and

so on.

What I have described is norm-referenced measurement.

That is, each student's score is compared to all scores to

determine how well he has performed relative to all other

students who took the name test; or, the norm.

Aeoumptions and Criticisms of Current
Measurement Practice

Assumption I: Test should have a broad distribution
--Zi scores

Instructors who use norm-referenced measurement are pri-

marily interested in increasing the variability in the scores

on their tests. For example, they may throw out questions

which do not discriminate between those who perform poorly and

those who perform quite well. Also, they will include ques-

tions which range in difficulty from quite easy, to quite
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difficult to make sure some people will get a few correct

and few will get them all correct, An argument frequently

used to defend this practice in that human behavior tends

to be normally distributed along a single dimension. There-

fore, it is logical to expect that, since test scores are

examples of human behavior, they will be normally distrib

utecL

A criticism of this argument is that very few teacher-

made tests are unidimeneional, nor usually are they intended

to be. Usually, a test covers a whole gamut of concepts and

ideas even when only over a single unit of instruction. Some

students may perform better than others on some taske but worse

than the others on other tasks. The result of this could be

to decrease the variability of scores or produce a very

skewed dietribution. Thus, there is no necessary reason to

believe that the disteibution of scores will conform to a

normal curve.

A necond criticism of this eveument is that it ansumes

that scores, even followieg inetruct-Lon, muat be normally

distributed. If we were training students how to talk very

sexy, we might tell them they must leern to talk slowly,

with low volume, lap enunciation with a lower pitch, and with

a lot of breathiness. We might coach them over a period of

time and then put them on an audio tape and grade them. We

would expect that nearly all of th2 students will perform

most of the behaviors correctly. In other words, the dietri

bution of scores would be very negatively skewed after



instruction. In fact, the better adapted our coaching is to

the individual student'; weaknesses, the less variability

there will be is the resultu of measurements. Thus, to as-

sume a normal distribution is to assume that instruction has

been designed to greatly benefit only a minority of the stu-

dents.

A second argument used by instructors to defend 'their

emphasis on variability in scores is that current statistical

techniques for obtaining eatimates of reliability and validity

of tests require that the results contain some variability.

If variability is low; i,e., there is little difference be-

tween high and low scores, we arc eeable to accurately esti-

mate the reliability of our Lest.

We can often hear teachers saying that because everyone

received a high score on a particular test the test must have

been bad, or at the least that it was too easy. If the test

cannot discriminate between the good and poor etudents and

if a reliability noeffleient cannot be derived, then it must

be a bad test.

It is peeeible that a test may be absolutely roliable

andeealid in every sent e of both terms but vsccive a spuriously

low reliability foei'fiQie.nt. becau5,1e there was little varia-

bility in the scores. You and I both would agree that to throw

otlt a perfectly good test because of an artifact of the stet-

J.stcal technique used to evaluate its would be absurd.



Assumtion II: Teets only measure student
--Eagealment

Many teachers who use norm-referenced measurement believe,

or act as though they believe, that their tests are only meas-

ures of student accomplishment. for example, if a class of

studente ha,: an average numbee of correct responses of 30 on

a $0-item test, such an instructor ie very lixely to say that

this was a poor class. As anyone who has had a taste of meas-

urement can tell us, any test score contains at least three

components:

A. Student achievement

11. Teeener performance

C. Measurement error.

We have methods for estimeting the amount of measurement

error in a tent (Dick S Hagerty) 1971). We do not have much

to help 125 separate out the component associated with teacher

performance and/or the component associated with studnnt achieve

ent. However, it is much more probable that one person's

behavior is at deviance than it ie that the collective behav-

ior of 30 people in at deviance. Thus, the laws of probability

would suggest that when the average score on a test is far

below the possible ecore, the teecherte perfaemence may have

bmtin it fault. Usually, this information is lost in the el-

eignment of grades because the highest score gets an A despite

the fact that it represents only 40 correct responses on a 60-

item test. Should a 40 gat an A one semester on the same test

that it takes 468 to get an A in another semester because the

teacher taught better?



Aesumti2n
for higher...grades

For hundreds of years teachers have assumed that compe-

tition increases motivation for grades. Norm -referenced meas-

urement, because it compares students to other students, is

assumed to produce competition between the students for grades.

Benjamin Bloom (1971) in an article entitled, "Affective Con-

sequences of School Achievement," has taken norm-referenced

measurement to tack on this very point.

Bloom (1971, pp. 13 15) suggests that our schools actually

have two curricula. One is an explicit curriculum which is

the formal content the student is expected to learn. The

other Is an implicit curriculum which teaches the student who

he is in relation to others, While he may learn the latter

elowly, its effect in oumulative over a 7- to 12-year period

in enhool. Thus, it is not something he will easily forget.

Throughout his progression through the levels of public

school and college, the student is constantly compared to

the other students. Nowhere else in his life is he judged so

frequently by others and in such precise terms as he is in

school. The majority of workers, for example, are expected

to meet some minimal standard of work--unually quite low.

Bloom presents evidence (1971, pp. l5 -Pt6) which shows

that two-thirds of oer students acquire a non positive or

even a very negative attitede toward schools $ learning, and



academics in general (e.g., Russell, 1969; Michael, et al.,.

1464; and ).:thn, 1969) .1

Bloom also cites evidence. which shows that about two-

thirds of owo students acquire a negative self-concept as a

direct result of always having someone performing better than

they are perforniing (Torshen, 1069). Finally, Bloom presents

other evidcln-,:e ,:cp the cZfect that there is a relationship be-

tween the use of present measurement practices and mental

health, This i.r probably more true for the bottom third of

the classes than for th otner two thirds (Glidewell, 1967;

Torshen, 1969; and Bowers, 1962).

The result of th:: use of norm,referenced measurement to

produce motivation to learn is that it , ..rest es an enormous

waste of hr=n potontial, The system is geared to produce

low self-concepts) nngal.ive attituden toward academia, and

*Ivan ?lay be lined to w.-.::tal dysf.unctions,

At 1hs mamo tir4e, ihP.use of norA-refereuced measurement

creates an inetUcipn-;; uan of instructional expertise. Be-

cause e.ome stud is on tor, instructionol unit without the

knowleage ov .11:)e$6.,:xy to Inarn thn eontent of that

unit, the t,lacher must try to bl'ing the weak students up to

the required level. Th3s is a waste of time for the students

who already have the required skills or knowledge. It also

1
A1tIlugh Bloom did not broach the subject, this may be

a eirTificant reat:!on why school bond elect:1011F) have a more
eilf4,"11- ,..0?.)ysv ve.gtr.



prevents the instructor fro: presenting the instructional
tnit in the most efficient manner, resulting in a waste of
money and teacher ranpewor,

In ce-rary, riny if not all of the assumptions of norm.,
referenced measurement may be untenable upon closer inspec-
tion. In addition, there cre affective, mental health, and
economic dicadvanta3cs to thin current

measurement practice.

Criterion-Referenced Measurement: An Alternative

Crite::,ion-refereneed measurement is not really a new
form of measurement. hcarn come recemblence to the use
of percentages to evnlu,.to stueent performance. That is,

correc is an A, CO to UO is a B, and so on. The point
is that the stvent :s no longer compared to other students.
Instead, the ctudent is co-.Tared to a standard or criterion
chosen by the instrtetc%, before the instructional unit begins.

iretructo c:ho c:ploys criterion- referenced measurement
is primarily intcented in testing as a feedback system than
an a method for diffcsrentiating among students. It is a dich-
otomous system. Either the student has met the criterion, or
he han not. When the reasurement procedure is used in con-

v.7440,
(Mock, 1971), the instructor

uses the information from testing to locate the areas in which
the student le c,ak and then focuses on them to bring the
student u7.) to the criterion level of performance.

It is possible that all students in a class will get all
cn a criterion-referenced

test. In fact, the
"' entoo --s.
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measurement is that the majority (or perhaps even all) of the

students achieve a particular criterion level of performance

(typically 80%).

As you can see, the procedure places the responoibility

for grades on the teacher rather than on the student. When

used in conjunction with some form of mastery learninglethe

st'ident can experience success after success in the learning

environment. This should alleviate many, if not all, of the

affective consequences of norm-referenced measurement.

If all students meet the criterion in one instructional

unit, then they should have the same entry level of skills

and/or knowledge for the next instructional unit. The instruc-

tor in the next instructional unit would not have to spend

time bringing some of the students up to the required level

of performance. Therefore, there should be more efficient

use of instructional expertise.

Criterion-referenced measurement meets many, if not all,

of the criticisms raised against norm-referenced measurement.

However, there is a problem with criterion-referenced meas-

urement. This is the problem of obtaining some measure of

reliability.

Since criterion-referenced measurement cen-and probably

will--have very little variability in the scores, it is not

possible to use present statistical techniques to derive an

estimate of reliability. I have developed a technique which

may get around this that I would like to present.
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A Method for Evaluating Criterion-Referenced Measurement

Reliability coefficients are based on an estimate of

measurement error which is a simple concept in psyehometrics.2

It is the expeession of the difference between actual reality

and the image of reality produced by our measurement (Dick 6

Hagerty, 1971, p. 10; Ferguson, 1971, p, 362).

Since it is impossible to know what reality is except

by some measure of reality, psychometricians have tradition-

ally taken two measures of the same reality and then compared

them. To the extent that the two measures provide the same

result, the measure is said to be reliable. The extent to

which they do not provide the same result is called the unre-

liability or measurement error in the measure.

The psychometrician usually does not even obtain two

mss eures of reality and compare them. What he does is to

obtain one measure from each student and then find the mean

of all these. Since the difference between the mean and

the mean of all error in a test ie assumed to be zerol3

the average difference heeween the students' scores and

the mean for the test may be assumed to be the basis for an

estimate of measurement error and ultimately reliability.

GleItt -
2The following discussion Is based in large part on a

paper I presented to the Purdue Doctoral Honors Seminar,
1973.

3
That is, error is randomly distributed and thus would

have a mean that is neither above or below the mean of the
Scores,
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This exercise in tangential thinking has heretofore been

the primary method for obtaining a measure of reliability of

a test. If there is no variability in the test scores, then

it is next to worthless. I suggest that we need to go back

to the original conceptualization of error in measurement

and obtain two measures of reality.

A way to get these two estimates of reality is to ask

the student to evaluate the accuracy of his own response and

then compare that with the instructor's evaluation of the

student's response. The deviation between the instructor's

evaluation and the student's evaluation is thus another esti-

mate of error.

Any given response from a student can be evaluated by

the instructor as either right or wrong. The student can per-

ceive his response to be either right or wrong. Thus we have

the following two by two matrix:

Instructor's Evaluation
of Student's Response

RIGHT WRONG

-Student's
Evaluation
of Own
Response

WRONG

RIGHT

3. 2

3
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When the student and the instructor agree on the correct-

ness of the student's response (Cells 2 and 3), we can say

there is no error either in the measurement device or in the

instructional unit. However, when the instructor and the

student disagree as to the correctness of the response (Cells

1 and 4)1 we know there is error somewhere. Either the meas-

uring instrument has led the student astray, or the instructor

has taught something other than what he thought he had taught.

In order to obtain this data, all that need be done is

simply to ask the student to respond twice to each item on a

test. The first response is his answer to the question.

The second response is his evaluation of his own response.

There are several interesting things which might be done

with this data First the instructor could sum the frequency

of occurrence of Celle 1 and 4 across all subjects for each

item. This would tell him which items contain or measure the

moot error.

Also, the instructor could sum the .frWiency of occur-

rence of Cells 1 and 4 across all iteme and all students and

divide by the number of students times the number of items.

This would ppoduce an estimate of the total amount of measure-

ment error in the ttzlat.

Another interesting use might be to sum the frequency of

Cells 1 and 4 across all items for each student to find the-

students who are the most in error (i.e., those who deviate

most frequently from the instructor's evaluation of the cor-

rectness of a response).
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Finally, the instructor might administer the test at the

beginning and the end of the instructional unit and look at the

changes in the frequencies in the cells of the matrix. One

would expect that the frequencies in Cells 1 and 4 would go

docin (error) and the frequencies in Cells 2 and 3 would go

up (non error).

If the instructor finds, for example, that the frequency

of Cell 4 increases between the two administrations, he has

definite evidence that he wae teaching the wrong behavior as

being correct.

While the ideas I have presented above seem conceptually

sound, I have not conducted any definitive research to verify

that they are sound. I do use the technique in all of my own

testing, however; and I have found it to be very veluable.

Summary

The sosumptions of the traditionally used norm-referenced

measurement were found to be untevabl.e after examinetion.

Further, the use of norm-referenced measurement in Speech

Communication classrooms may be associated with mediocrity

or worse.

Crit44lion-referenced measurement_oromisns a panecea,

eegegially:-.4.f it is used in eonjunction with me story learning.

The major weakness of oriterias-veferenced measurement lien in

the difficulty of obti4ining an estimate of reliability. An

innovative method for aecompliehing this is to compare stu-

dent and instructor evaluations of the correctness of the

Student4s response.
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